
SCRABBLE

**About SCRABBLE**

With the SCRABBLE app, the popular word game can now also be played on smartphones and

tablets. As in the original game, players have to form words and earn more points than the

opponent.

SCRABBLE is without a doubt one of the most popular games in the world. The funny wordplay, in

which you have to form words out of given letters, extends your vocabulary playfully. In the

SCRABBLE app, you can not only compete against friends or randomly selected opponents, but

also against the computer. You also have the option to play multiple games at the same time. The

new Speed Play mode guarantees an even faster and more exciting game, as moves have to be

made within 2 or 5 minutes.

**SCRABBLE - Functions:** 

- SCRABBLE on the go: With the SCRABBLE app you can now play the most popular word game in

the world on the go. Also in the app you have to form words out of given letters. Each letter is

given a different score depending on how often the letter appears in words and how difficult it is to

integrate it into words. Vowels have e.g. a low score, while more difficult letters such as Q or Y

score many points. The goal of SCRABBLE is to score more points than your opponent.

- Multiple game options: In the SCRABBLE app you can compete against both your Facebook

friends and against randomly selected opponents. If you still don’t want to play against a real

opponent and want to practice, you can also play games against the computer. In addition, you

have the possibility to play several games at the same time.

- Connect with Facebook: If you connect the app to Facebook, you can easily share your best score

on Facebook.

- Teacher feature: With the app's special Teacher feature, you can easily improve your skills. The

app informs you after each turn whether your chosen word was the best option and which word

would have scored the highest score. 

- Speed Play Mode: In Speed Play mode you play a faster and more exciting SCRABBLE round, as

you only have 2 or 5 minutes left for each move. If you or your opponent need more than the given

time, either a reminder or a task can be sent.

Conclusion: The SCRABBLE app combines the popular gameplay of the classic with modern

features. For example, in the app several games can be played simultaneously or the best scores

can be shared on Facebook. Besides, you can not only play against your friends, but also against

random opponents or the computer.


